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ABSTRACT 
We study the number of invariant polynomials of [ Ai j], i,j E {1,2}, when the 
submatrices A, 1 and A,,, are prescribed. 0 Elsevier Science Inc., 1997 
1. RESULTS 
Let F be a field, and 3 be an algebraic closure of F. Let A,, 1 E FP’P, 
A z2 E FqXq, m = p + q. Some papers [4, 5, 81 study the possible character- 
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(1) 
when A,,, and A,, , vary. In particular, the possible characteristic polynomi- 
als that split over F are completely identified in [8], but the general problem 
is not solved. To characterize the possible invariant polynomials of (11, when 
A,,, and A, 1 vary, is also an open problem. This problem was solved, in [7], 
when A, , Ad A,, 2 are scalar. 
For any matrix A E Frrx”, i(A) denotes the number of nonconstant 
invariant polynomials of A. It follows from [13, Corollary I] that i(A) is the 
minimum positive integer t for which there exists B E FaXt such that 
( A, B) is a completely controllable pair. A pair ( A, B), where A E F”’ “, 
I? E PX’, is said to be completely controllable if 
rank[ B AB . . . A”-$] = n. (2) 
The condition (2) is equivalent to 
mm rank[ A I,, - A 
AEF 
431 = 12; 
and it is also equivalent to say that all the invariant factors of the polynomial 
matrix 
[xl, -A -B] 
are constant (for details, see [I2]). 
The purpose of this paper is to study the following 
PROBLEM. Give necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of 
matrices A, 2 E FpX4, A, 1 E F’lxf’ such that 
Other completion problems about the number of invariant polynomials 
were studied in [l, 2, lo]. 
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If A E F”‘“, define 
R,-( A) := min rank( AZ, - A). 
AEF 
It was proved in [3] that 
i(A) =n -RF(A). (4) 
Let h, I ... I h, be the nonconstant invariant polynomials of A E F”’ “. 
Let A E F, and define 
i*(A) := card{i E {l,...,u}lhj(h) = O}. 
Clearly, i(A) = u = max,, F i,(A). We have 
ih( A) = n - rank( AZ, - A). (5) 
This equality is easy to prove, if we replace A by the direct sum of 
companion matrices of the polynomials hi,. . . , h,; these two matrices 
similar. The equality (4) follows from (5). 
the 
are 
Define 
K(Ai,i, A,,,) := 
We shall prove the 
min max(rank(AZ? - A,,,),rank(AZ, -A,,,)}. (6) 
AEF 
following theorems. Let r E 11,. . . , m}. 
THEOREM 1. Zf there exist A,,, E FPX9, A,,, E FYXP .ncch that (3) 
holds, then 
THEOREM 2. Zf F is algebraically closed, then the converse of Theorem 1 
is true. 
Bearing in mind (41, Th eorems 1 and 2 are equivalent to the following 
theorems. Let p E (0,. . . , m - l}. 
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THEOREM 3. Zf there exist A, 2 E FPX’J, A, I E FqXP such that 
(8) 
then 
K(A,,,, A,,,) G P G min{Q + RF(AI,I)~~P + R~(4.2))~ (9) 
THEOREM 4. Zf F is algebraically closed, then the converse of Theorem 3 
is true. 
The converse of Theorem 1 and the converse of Theorem 3 are not 
always true. We give an example later. 
2. PROOFS 
LEMMA 5 [12, Lemma 2.81. There exists a nonsingular matrix P E FPXI’ 
such that 
p-q Al.1 AU](P@l;) = $ [ 2.1 Do 2-2 ; ) 1 (10) 
where K E Fdxd, D,,, E FCp~‘l)x(p-d), 0 < d < p, the polynomial matrices 
xzd - K and 
[ ~1, - A,,, -4.2 1 (11) 
have the same nonconstant invariant factors, and (D,, 2, N) is a completely 
controllable pair. 
LEMMA 6 [lo, Theorem 1.31. Let A, 2 E FPxq. Zf there exists A,,, E 
FqXP such that (8) holds, then 
p<m- m={r, s), (12) 
p 2 RF( K CB L) + m - deg( fi ... f,g, ... g,) - rank A,,,, (13) 
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wheref, I -** Ifr are the nonconstant invariantfucto~s of (111, g, I ... I g, 
are the nonconstant invuriunt fuct0r.s of 
-A,,, I 1 4, - A,,, ’ (14) 
K is uny squure matrix, of order deg(f, .‘. fr>, ccith noncon.stunt invariant 
polynomiuls f 1, . . . , fr, und L is uny squure rnntn’s, of order de,$g, ..’ g7), 
with nonconstant invariant polynomials g,, . . . , g,. (me udopt the convention 
that if r = s = 0 then R,:( K @ L) = 0.) 
LEMMA 7 [lo, Theorem 1.41. Th e converse of Lemma 6 i.s true if at least 
one of the following conditions is sutisfied: 
(A) A,,, = 0, 
(B) (A,,,, A, J und (A’,,,, A:,2) ure completely controlluhle puir.s, 
(C) p = m - 1, 
(D) p = m - max{r, s), 
(El there exist.s h, E F such that 
RF(K e L) = rank[h,I - (K @ L)]. (15) 
(We adopt the convention that if r = s = 0, then both sides (If (15) are equul 
to zero.) 
The following example shows that the converse of Theorem 3 is not 
necessarily true if F is not algebraically closed. 
EXAMPLE. Let h E F[ x] be an irreducible polynomial of degree p > 2. 
Let A,, l = A,,, be a nonderogatory matrix with characteristic polynomial h. 
Suppose that the converse of Theorem 3 is true. Then there exist matrices 
A,,, E Fr’X’f, A,,, E Fqx’ such that (8) holds with p = p - 1. If A,,, = 0, 
then from Lemma 6 it follows that p > R,-( A,. , @ A,,,) = rr~ - 2, which is 
impossible. Now suppose that A,,, # 0. From the interlacing inequalities for 
the invariant factors [6, 111, we deduce that all the invariant factors of (11) 
and all the invariant factors of (14) are constant. Thus, from Lemma 6, we get 
p > m - rank A,, 2 > m - p = p, which is impossible. 
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Proof of Theorem 3. If (8) is satisfied, then 
p = min rank 
q, - A,,, 
AEF -4, I 
a w4,,, 4.2). 
On the other hand, for every A E F, 
AZ,, - A,,, -A,,, 
p < ran k 
-4, I AZ,, - AJ 
< 24 + rank(AZ, - A,,,). 
Therefore, p < 24 + R,-( A,, ,I. Analogously, p G 2p + Rp( A,,,), n 
Let (Y, I ... I (YII (7, I 
(A,,,). 
~1. I -y,,) be the invariant polynomials of A,, 1 
LEMMA 8 [13]. Let (T he a nonnegative integer < min{ p, q}. Let 
PI 1 *** I p,, be monk polynomidr such that 
Pi 1 (yi I Pi+,, i E (I,..., p), 
deg( PI ... p,) =s p - u’, 
(16) 
(17) 
where pi = 0 whenever i > p. Then there exists A,,, E Fpxq such that 
rank A,,, = (T and (11) has invariant factors /3,, . . . , p,. 
Proof. The proof follows immediately from [13, Theorem 3.11 when we 
choose the integers ki so that the sequence of them is the minimum for the 
majorization relation. n 
COROLLARY 9. Let (T he a nonnegative integer < min{ p, q). Let 
PI 1 ... I p,, and 6, I ... I a<, be manic polynomials such that (16) and (17) 
hold, 
6, I Yi I 'i+rl i E (l,...,qj, 
and 
deg(b, ... 8,) G q - u, 
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where Si = 0 whenever i > q. Then there exists A,,, E Fpxq such that 
rank A, 2 = (7, (11) has invariant factors /3,, . . . , /3,, and (14) has invariant 
factors S,, . . . , 6,. 
Proof. According to Lemma 8, there exists A’, 2 E FPXq such that 
rank A; 2 = u and 
[ 
xl, - A, 1 -A; 2'I 
has invariant factors &, . . . , 
that rank A’; 2 = CT and 
/3,. Analogously, there exists A’; 1 E FPX q such 
has invariant factors 6,, . . . , 8,. As A; 2 and A’; 2 have the same rank, there 
exist nonsingular matrices P E Fpxi and Q‘E Fqxq such that A’; 2 = 
PA;, 2Q. The corollary is satisfied with A, 2 = P-‘A’i 2 = A; *Q. W 
LEMMA 10 [9, Lemma 81. Let x1,. . . , xp, yl,. . . , yp, t be integers such 
that 
x1 < *** Q xp, y, =G *.* < yp, 
xi G yi> i E {I,..., p}, 
x1 + ... fx, Q t < y1 + ... +yp. 
Then there exist integers t,, . , . , t, such that 
t, < ... < t,, 
xi < ti =G yi, i E {l,...,p}, 
t1 + ... +t, = t. 
LEMMA 11. Let u be a nonnegative integer < min( p, q}. Let p E F, 
xi = deg( ai_g), i E {l,..., P - iJ A,, I)}7 (18) 
xi = max{l, deg( cx_c)}, i E {p - i,(A,,,) + I,..., p}, (19) 
where CY~ = 1 whenever i < 1. 
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lf u + i, < p, then 
x, + ... +x,, < p - u. (20) 
Proof. Let r’ = i( A,, ,), i, = i,( A,, ,I. Let 4, F be integers such that 
p = r’c? + ?, 1 < +, 0 < ? < r’. As a~, I -.* I aI1 and deg(a, ,..., a,,> = p, 
we have 
deg(c+.,+,) + 1.. +deg(a!,_,) = 1) - deg(a,,-,+,) - *** -deg(al,) 
<p- aq - min{a, ?} 
<]I -(T. 
Case 1. Suppose that r’ 2 i, + u. Then 
Xl + *.* +x7, = Xl’_“+c+l + *a. +x,, 
= dedy-,,+,I + .-* +deg( aI,-g) 
<r,-(T. 
Case 2. Suppose that r’ < i, + u and c < r’. Then 
x1 + **. fx, = ( xI,-i,+, + ... +tX,._“+J + ( Xl,-‘,frr+l + ... +x/J 
=u+i, - r’ + deg( a,,_rl+,) + .** +deg( aI,_u) 
<U+i&- r’ + p - u(i - min{u, ?}. 
It is easy to deduce (20). C on9 ‘d er, separately, the cases (iI (r >, 2, (ii> q = 1, 
u < F, and (iii) 4 = 1, F < u. 
Case 3. Suppose that r’ < i, + u and u > r’. Then x, = ... = .T!,_~ 
= 0, x1,-i@+ 1 = ... = xI, = 1, and x, + ... +x,, = iK < p - u. P 
The following lemma is easy to prove. 
LEMMA 12. Let M, , E FJ’xr”, M,,, E FrJx’f’, M2,z E F’f”/‘, m = p + 
q, m’ = p’ + q’, and UJ i?e an integer such that 1 < w < min(rn, rri). There 
there exists M, , E F’lX 1” .swh that 
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if and only if 
Proof of Theorem 4. Suppose that F is algebraically closed. 
Case 1. Suppose that 
R,-(Ai,i @AZ,,) G P G m - m={i(Ai,i)ji(As,s)}. 
Take A,,, = 0 E FPXq. It follows immediately from Lemma 7 that there 
exists A, i E F9xp such that (8) holds. 
Case 2. Suppose that 
m - ma{i( A,,,), i( As,,)) G P < min{2q + RF( A,,,),2p + RF( A,,,)). 
(21) 
Let c = p - m + max{i(A,, 1>, $A,,,)). As p < m - 1, we have 
u G ma(i(4,1), i( A,,,)] - 1. 
Also note that u is less than or equal to the difference between the upper 
and lower bounds for p in (21). Then, using (41, we deduce that 
u G min{q - i(Ai,i), P - i(As,s)) + m={i(Ai~i)li(A2,s)j. (221 
Let us see that u =G min{p, q}. Without loss of generality, suppose that 
q G p. If i( A,, 1> < q, we have u < max{i( A,, 1), i( A,,,)} =G q. If 9 < 
i( Ai, 11, we have i( A,, a) < 4 < i( A,, 1) Q p and from (22) we get u Q 9. 
Define 
pi := ffi-u, i E {u+ l,...,p}, 
pi := 1, i E {l,...,u}, 
ai := yi-,, i E {a+ l,...,q], 
6, := 1, i E (l,...,u}. 
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According to Corollary 9, there exists A,, 2 E F”‘q such that rank A,,, = U, 
(11) has invariant factors PI, . . . , p,, , and (14) has invariant factors 6,, . . . , a</. 
Let 
WC have 
r = card{ill < i < p,deg( pi) > l}, (23) 
s = card{ill < i < q,deg( Si) > l}. (24) 
r = max{O, i( A,, ,) - u}, s = max(0, i( A,,,) - a}. 
It is easy to deduce that 
p = m - max{ f-, s}. 
It fi~llows from Lemma 7 that there exists A,, , E F”‘” such that (8) holds. 
Cnse 3. Suppose that 
K(A,,b A,,,) G P G RP( A,, I @ A,,,)- (25) 
Let T, be the set of the elements A E F such that 
p > max{rank(AZ,, - A,,,),rank(AZ, - A,,,)}. 
Let 
t,, = yEi; rank[ AZ,,, - (A,, , @ A,,,)]. 
I’ 
Choose p E T, such that 
rank [ PI,,, - (A,,, @ A,,,)1 = t,. 
Let u = t, - p. Then 
a<t,- max{rank( pZ,] - A,,,), rank( PZ, - A,,,)} 
= min{rank( ILLI,, - A,,,), rank( PZ, - A,,,)} 
= min{p - i,(Al,,),q - i,(Az.z>} 
< min(p,yj. 
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Let yi = degf q), i E { 1, . . . , p}. Define x,, . . . , xp as in (18) and (19). 
As 
XI - I-L I ai( x)> i E {p - i,(Al,,) + I,..., p}, 
we have 
We also have 
xi < yi, i E [l,...,p). 
x, + *** fx, < p - o- < y, + ... +yp. 
According to Lemma 10, there exist integers t,, . . . , t, such that 
t, < ... < t,, 
xi < ti < yi, i E {I,..., p}, 
t, + *.. +t, = p - u. 
As the polynomials LX], . . . , a,, split over F, it is not difficult to find monk 
polynomials /3, I .-* I p, such that 
deg( Pi) = ti, i E {I,..., p}, 
Pi 1 &i I Pj+m, i E (I,..., p}, 
’ - P I Pi( x)7 i E {p - i,(A,,,) + I,..., p}, 
where Pi = 0 whenever i > p. Analogously, there exist manic polynomials 
4 1 --- I 6, such that 
de!4 4 ... sy) = q - CT, 
‘i I 7: I ‘i + m ) i E {l,...,q}, 
x - CL I si, i E {q - i,(A,,,) + I,..., q), 
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where aj = 0 whenever i > y. According to Corollary 9, there exists A, 2 E 
Fpxq such that rank A,,, = cr, (11) has invariant factors pi, . . . , p,, ’ and 
(14) has invariant factors 6,, . . . , 6,. Define r and s as in (18) and (19). 
According to Lemma 5, there exists a nonsingular matrix P E Fpxr 
satisfying (lo), where K E Fdxrf is a matrix with nonconstant invariant 
factors Pr_r+l,..., p,, d = dedpi ... P,). Clearly, i,(K) = i,(A,,,), and 
therefore ranks PI, - K) = rl - i,(A,,,). As CD,,,, N) is completely con- 
trollable, it is easy to deduce that 
rank 1 PZ, -A,,, -Al,*] = p - ifi( A,,,) = rank( FZ, - A, i). 
Analogously, 
rank 
-A,,, 1 1 PZ,, - AZ.2 = y - iP( A, 2) = rank( PI, - A,,,). 
According to Lemma 12, there exists A,, 1 E F”‘q such that 
rank 
I-$> - A,. 1 
-A, , (26) 
Denote the matrix (1) by A. Let A E F. If A E T,, it follows from Lemma 12 
that 
rank( A I,,, - A) > rank(hZr - A,,,) + rank(AZ, - A,,,) - v 
= rank [ A I,,, - ( A,., @ 4,dl 
z p. 
If A E T,, then 
rank( AZ,, - A) > max{rank(AZ, - A,,,),rank(AZ, -A,,,)} 
> P. 
From (261, it follows that R,-(A) = p. 
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